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Repeat Prescriptions Policy  

 

All repeat prescriptions are recorded on and issued from our Practice computer and will have 

a counterfoil attached. This details all your prescribed medicines. The printed prescription 

will be available for collection 2 working days later. We regret we are unable to take 

prescription requests over the telephone.  

 

You can obtain a repeat prescription by the following methods:-  

 

- Surgery online service 

- Surgery admin email address  Email: admin.E85726@nhs.net 

- By post 

- By making a list of repeat medications required and dropping at the desk 

- Making an agreement with nominated pharmacy to ask them to request to the GP  

 

Due to the high volume of requests received by the practice each day, you should note that 

you will be asked to call back if you request your prescription earlier than the 48 hours 

quoted. Occasionally you will be asked to see the Doctor or Practice Nurse in order to review 

your treatment.  

 

At the bottom of the counterfoil on your repeat prescription form is a review date. This is to 

remind you that your doctor needs to be able to review your current medication to ensure it is 

helping your medical complaint and to see if you are well. Please make a routine appointment 

with your doctor at the requested time.  
  

Prescription Policy  

 

We can only issue medication on the due date, we therefore ask that you check when ordering 

that the items you require are due. Prescriptions can then be collected at the front desk or 

from your nominated pharmacy or they can be sent to your home if you send a stamped 

addressed envelope with the request.  

 

Alternatively, you can ask the chemist of your choice to collect it on your behalf, who will then 

deliver it to your home free of charge. However, you must inform the chemist that the 

prescription is due for collection.  

 

In order to process the large number of requests each day please note that 48 hours 

notice is required for repeat prescription requests. You can request your prescription by 

letter, computer printout ( please tick the medication required ), online repeat prescription 

facility, electronic request via email to the admin email address.  
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The Schedule for ordering and collection is therefore:-  

 

Day Ordered Ready for Collection  

 

Monday Wednesday  

Tuesday Thursday  

Wednesday Friday  

Thursday Monday  

Friday Tuesday  

 

If you require further assistance, please ring the surgery number on 020 8567 1121 for 

further assistance.  
 
 
 
Please be advised that it is the responsibility for patients to order their repeat prescriptions in a good time. 
Letting the medication run out and last minutes orders are not acceptable. All patients are expected to 
organise their medications.  


